
3D Object Sorting : Who’s in front?

Introduction
Before an algorithm can be developed for sorting or collision detection, it must be

formalized into a series of steps.  The simpler these steps are, the more understandable the
algorithm, and hopefully the easier it is to optimize and program.  Unfortunately, I believe my
ideas are probably still partially flawed and may need some more thought and consideration.

Much of the information in this document is directly from my notebook.  Sketchy at best,
but would be the first place I’d look when I have time to improve my ideas.  Any suggestions on
the improvement of what is written here would be appreciated.

Who’s in Front? : First Try
1. Find vector  where  is the origin displacement vector of object 2 and  is the→  w12 = → 

c2 − → 
c1

→ 
c2

→ 
c1

origin displacement vector for object 1.
2. Cull the faces of objects 1 and 2 which do not face the opposite object.
3. Pick a remaining face on object 1.

a. Does the place the face resides on contain any points of object 2 (non-culled faces) on the
side toward the inside of object 1?

b. If yes choose a neighboring remaining face on object 1 which has not been tested yet and
repeat (3a).

c. If no (as in it may be missing at least one point), the normal of this face may represent a
vector from object 1 to 2 (facing outward).

d. Check to see if at least one point is contained.  In this case repeat (3a), otherwise the
normal of the face does represent a vector from object 1 to 2 (facing outward).

Addendum:
If all faces contain points, the condition of a vertex whose faces contain completely

different points must be found in both objects.  The vector between these two vertices defines the
normal of a dividing plane.

If all the faces share one point, perhaps it divides at a vertex.  Two points, perhaps it
divides at an edge.

Comments : First Try
Although simple, this is an extremely misguided way of finding the vector that divides to

convex polyhedra.  A better way would be to use the heuristic described in my previous
document.  An even more directed search may prove useful, although I haven’t had enough time
to consider this extensively.

Needed Information : First Try
� 6 faces to rapidly determine culling
� Each face w/ neighboring faces
� Each face w/ contained vectors
� Each face w/ normalized normal vector

� List of remaining faces of object 1
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� List of remaining vertices of object 2
� Each face w/ list of contained points from object 2

Efficiency Tactics : General
Rather than rotating all of the points of both objects to a shared space, it may be better to

rotate only one object to face the other.  In some cases this may save on the number of points and
vectors that need to be rotated.  Especially if the object isn’t being drawn anyway.

Terrain Representation : General
� Hills and Valleys (objects)

� Hills are convex
� Valleys are concave

� Specialized viewport area elimination.  (after drawn)
� Inside valleys

� clip around polygons representing windows to outside the valley
� Outside valleys

� remove polygons within windows to inside the valley
� Outside hills

� remove polygons along edges of the bounding area (perimeter) of the hill.

Thoughts on Internal/External Object Representation : General
Types of Points:

� Static defined points (3D)
� Sort/Collision transformed points (3D)
� Projection transformed points (2D)

Objects Have:
� Static Personal Points (shared) (3D)
� Sort/Collision transformed points (individual) (3D)
� Projection transformed points (individual) (2D)
� 6 faces to accelerate culling (shared)
� Flag of convex/concave (shared)
� Object share template (shared)

� faces, vertex offsets
� Center point

Improving the Algorithm by Divide & Conquer : Third Try
In actuality, this is the third try.  The second try is discussed in my first document.  The

third try could probably be used to improve both the first and second tries because it has little to
do with searching.  This technique tries to represent a polyhedra in different levels of detail.  It
starts at a low level of detail, and then becomes more distinct when needed.
Desires:

� Reduce unnecessary transformations by reusing vectors and vertices which will be rotated
later anyway.
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Ideas:
� Reuse normals by making new facets with same planar orientation
� Reuse vertices by placing new facets through the vertex of one of the overshadowed

facets.
For bounding technique, it may be advantageous to make a representation that can also be used in
collision detection and distant viewing (where great detail is not as necessary).

To make it work with collision detection for convex polyhedra (a hill), the bounding
object must surround and contain the polyhedron.  For concave polyhedra (a valley), the bounding
object must be surrounded and contained by the polyhedron.

To be viewed at great distances, the shell must resemble the object.  To do this,
constraints on how the container (or contained) must be made:

1. Degrees of angle allowed to be overshadowed
2. # of polygons in circumference maximum to be overshadowed (to avoid reducing detail

excessively).

Technique : Third Try
1. Choose a facet, use its normal to define the plane’s orientation of the new facet.
2. If convex, choose a vertex on the original facet to be a point on the new facet, not necessarily

a vertex.  If concave, choose the vertex most external so that all of the polygons to be
contained are completely covered over.

3. New vertices are formed by taking the intersection points of the newly made planes.
Choosing a facet should be done by the size in area of the facet.  Large facets should be

given priority over really small facets.

A*  Ideas : Third Try
Features:

� No double backing (dirty bits)
� Gets info from heuristic procedure
� Calls dead-end procedure
� Calls goal-found procedure
� Install structure with data to be searched

Procedures:
heuristic - takes pointer to data, returns numerical value representing correctness.  Zero means a

goal.  Higher values are ranks of incorrectness.
getBranches - returns a list of data representing the branches to be tested and searched.
setDirty - makes given data dirty.
isDirty? - tests to see if data is dirty.
deadEnd - given branch data and head data as well as heuristics for those, returns result of search
goalFound - given head of data, returns result of search
install - given head for start of the search.
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